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Abstract 

 
High Order Stratigraphic Framework of Intraslope Growth Faulted 

Subbasins Offshore Matagorda Bay, Texas 

 

John Franey, M.S. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2021 

 

Supervisor:  Tip Meckel 

 

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is currently one of the leading atmospheric emission 
mitigation technologies. To have meaningful impact on the atmosphere CO2 
concentrations, megatons (106) of CO2 must be removed from the carbon cycle 
permanently. This requires a subsurface geologic storage sites that are both 
volumetrically significant and secure over geologic time-scales. The northern Gulf of 
Mexico (GOM) has the ability to serve as a major location for CCS. Miocene strandplain 
systems in the GOM are an ideal stratigraphy for such storage due to their proximity to 
emissions sources, quality sand reservoirs, and depth relative to overpressure.  

This study focuses on a suite of strike parallel subbasins within the Lower Miocene 
offshore Matagorda Bay, TX. Each subbasin has potential to serve as a future carbon 
sequestration site. Accurate mapping of subbasins’ stratigraphy is necessary to 
understand the variable thickness and associated risk of reservoir-sealing shale intervals, 
recognizing that injection beneath thicker, more uniformly distributed shales is more 
favorable. These intervals must be mapped at high resolution (4th order cyclicity) to 
understand the individual components in assessment and risk analysis.  

This research generates a novel dip-steered seismic volume which is leveraged to 
improve seismic attribute calculations and mapping at the 4th order. The dip-steered 
seismic volume records the seismic dip in the inline and crossline direction of seismic 
features at the intersection of every inline, crossline, and seismic sample. This volume is 
used to generate a model of dense, 3D, auto-tracked horizons across each subbasin. The 
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models better connect high resolution, but sparse, well log data and low resolution, but 
continuous, seismic data. Thickness distributions and shale interval maps generated from 
the models aid in risk assessment. Based on the resulting shale thicknesses, the suite of 
subbasins should be further considered as future storage sites.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1: RESEARCH PURPOSE 

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is increasingly seen as the forefront method 

for reducing the net global carbon emissions. Since the 2015 Paris Accord, 14 countries 

and the European Union—accounting for 10% of energy-related CO2 emissions—have 

committed to net zero emission targets via national law or proposed legislation (IEA, 

2020a). Private companies in industries ranging from oil and gas, to manufacturing, to 

technology have also committed to net zero targets (IEA, 2020b). Carbon storage is a 

major avenue in achieving the goal of net zero emissions. Current CCS technologies can 

reduce net emissions of fossil fuel power plants by 80–90% (EPA, 2014). As technology 

advances to capture already existing CO2 from the air or within a manufacturing or 

production cycle, research must be done to determine viable final storage locations for 

captured CO2 (IEA, 2020c). 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) has put forth a Clean Technology 

Scenario—a detailed plan involving energy transitions, carbon storage, and other global 

energy pathways that would keep the global temperature average from rising above 2ºC 

by 2060 (IEA, 2019a). In this scenario, 107 GT of CO2 are planned to be permanently 

stored in secure geologic reservoirs. If only 10 GT of CO2 are sequestered—a 90% 

reduction—the IEA predicts that the necessary investment for energy transition would 

rise from 9.7 trillion USD to 13.7 trillion USD to maintain the same 2ºC goal by 2060 

(IEA, 2019b). These increased costs stem from more complex emission reduction 

technologies across a variety of sectors including energy, transportation, construction, 

and infrastructure. This puts an emphasis on investing in and acting on geologic carbon 

sequestration as soon as possible.  
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Storage of excess carbon dioxide within the subsurface requires an accurate and 

precise understanding of the stratigraphy of the potential CO2 reservoir. The purpose of 

this thesis is to aid in future risk assessment of potential carbon storage sites by providing 

an example of a detailed mapping of reservoir scale sand and shale deposits of intraslope, 

growth-faulted subbasins near modern Matagorda Bay, Texas. Detailed mapping of the 

stratigraphy increases the understanding of potential reservoirs and seals for a given 

carbon reservoir. An accurate understanding of a reservoir will aid in better storage 

volume estimations for potential carbon injections, while accurate seal assessment is 

necessary to determine the likelihood of a future leak. Additionally, this thesis discusses 

the stratigraphic and structural similarities and differences between each subbasin in the 

study area. This insight can be used to pursue additional data collection from geologically 

similar areas along the Texas coast. 

1.2: CARBON SEQUESTRATION OVERVIEW 

Carbon storage is the practice of injecting carbon dioxide into a permanent, 

geologically secure, storage site. A complete CCS project involves the act of capture, 

transportation, and storage of CO2. CO2 is either retrieved from the atmosphere through 

chemical processes (Direct Air Capture) or captured at an industrial site during the 

combustion process of fossil fuel power generation, chemical reaction in cement creation, 

or refinement of steel (Point Source Capture) (Naranjo et al., 2011; Kuramochi et al., 

2012; Jain, Srivastava and Singh, 2016). With current technology and carbon pricing, 

Direct Air Capture remains secondary to Point Source Capture (Ranjan and Herzog, 

2011). The specifics of the Point Source Capture technology vary depending on the fuel 

source and the exact step in power generation where the CO2 capture takes place. Figure 

1.1 shows a simple schematic for post-combustion capture of CO2 in a coal-fired power 
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plant. Once captured, the CO2 is transported to the injection site through pipelines, rail, 

ship, or trucks. The primary method of transportation is through existing pipelines that 

have been constructed over the past four decades. North America has over 7200 km 

(4500 mi) of connected CO2 pipelines that can be used to transport CO2 from power 

plants to potential injection sites (Figure 1.2; Callahan, et al., 2014).  

Typically, carbon dioxide is injected into reservoirs as a supercritical fluid as it 

can be stored more efficiently in subsurface formations compared to its liquid or gas 

phase (Hoteit & Soltanian, 2019). CO2 reaches a supercritical state at temperatures above 

31ºC and pressures above 7.38 MPa (Figure 1.3). Average geothermal gradients and 

hydrostatic pressures suggest that potential CO2 reservoirs will be at depths greater than 

800 m (Bachu, 2000; Bachu et al., 2007). Potential geologic sinks for captured CO2 

include depleted oil and gas reservoirs, unminable coal seams, and deep saline aquifers 

(Bachu et al., 2007; Benson and Cole, 2008; Jain, Srivastava and Singh. 2016).  Potential 

sites must be of the appropriate size, porosity, permeability, have a sealing caprock, and 

be stable on geologic time periods (Chen et al., 2014). Traditional exploration of oil and 

gas plays have developed detailed risk analysis methods to determine the economic 

viability of a potential oil or gas play. Risk assessment considers four main risking 

elements: 1) trap, 2) seal, 3) reservoir, and 4) source (Rose, 2017). These same metrics—

aside from source—can be used to risk reservoirs for the purpose of carbon sequestration.  

There are two main types of traps: stratigraphic and structural (Figure 1.4). 

Stratigraphic traps occur when there is a change in lithology that restricts the flow of 

fluids. A common example of a stratigraphic trap is the pinching out of a sandstone body 

into a shale unit. Structural traps occur from a geometric restriction of the reservoir unit. 

Anticlines, faults, and salt domes are common examples of structural traps.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of Post Combustion Capture of CO2 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the process for post-combustion capture of carbon dioxide from a coal-fired power plant. Point 

Source Capture technologies are built directly into the refinement process. Captured CO2 can then be directly transported from 

the power plant to a storage site (Modified from Jain, Srivastava and Singh, 2016). 
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Figure 1.2: Map of CO2 Transport Pipelines 

 

Figure 1.2: Map of existing and proposed CO2 pipelines in the United States. Many of these routes terminate near the Gulf 

Coast of Texas, adjacent to the area of interest of this study (Modified from Kuuskraa et al., 2013). 
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Figure 1.3: Phase Diagram of CO2 

 

Figure 1.3: Phase diagram of carbon dioxide. CO2 reaches super critical phase at 

temperatures above 31 °C and pressures above 7.39 MPa. CO2 is denser as a supercritical 

fluid, thus more efficient to store.
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Figure 1.4: Types of Petroleum Traps 

 

Figure 1.4: Diagram of types of petroleum or CO2 traps: A) Anticlinal trap, B) Fault trap, C) flank of salt dome trap, D) 

Stratigraphic pinchout trap. A–C are structural traps while D is a stratigraphic trap (Modified from Donev et al., 2016).
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Risking a seal considers the likelihood of the presence of an impermeable unit 

above the target reservoir. Commonly, this is a layer of shale overlaying a sandstone 

reservoir. The thickness and continuity of the shale are major factors when evaluating the 

risk of seal. Risking a reservoir considers the presence of a porous, highly permeable rock 

unit. Increased porosity allows for a larger volume of carbon to be injected, thus making 

a reservoir a more efficient sink of carbon dioxide. The target reservoir must also be 

permeable so the carbon dioxide can migrate from the site of injection to the entire 

reservoir on a timescale fit for sequestration. Risking a seal considers the likelihood of 

the presence of an impermeable unit above the target reservoir. Commonly, this is a layer 

of shale overlaying a sandstone reservoir. The thickness and continuity of the shale are 

major factors when evaluating the risk of seal. Risking a reservoir considers the presence 

of a porous, highly permeable rock unit. Increased porosity allows for a larger volume of 

carbon to be injected, thus making a reservoir a more efficient sink of carbon dioxide. 

The target reservoir must also be permeable so the carbon dioxide can migrate from the 

site of injection to the entire reservoir on a timescale fit for sequestration.  

This study seeks to put forth a detailed framework of 4th order stratigraphic 

cyclicity. This resolution will directly aid in risking the sealing capacity of reservoirs. 

Mapping 4th order cyclicity will accurately show changes in shale thickness across the 

entire subbasin. Shale seals are risked based on the weakest element of the interval 

(Miocic et al., 2016; Lohr and Hackley, 2018). Even small areas of thin-to-nonexistent 

can cause a failure in the seal. Without detailed mapping of individual shale intervals, 

sealing risk may be incorrectly assessed and cause a failure during or after the injection 

of CO2. Leakage of CO2 from a geologic reservoir can have major adverse effects, mainly 

considering the acidification of the surrounding seawater and its negative impact on sea 
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life (IEA, 2014). Additionally, remediation of CO2 leaks is more costly when the leak 

occurs at the storage site compared to transportation pipelines (IEA, 2014).  

1.3: STUDY AREA AND DATA 

The study area of this thesis is located 3 km offshore of Matagorda Bay, Texas 

(Figure 1.5). The area is covered by a seismic survey of approximately 1300 km2 (78.2 

km parallel to the Texas coast by 16.1 km perpendicular to the coast). The stratigraphic 

interval of interest is within the Lagarto Formation of the Lower Miocene (Figure 1.6). 

The bottom of the interval is 2086 m below sea level within the study area and the top of 

the interval is 1625 m below sea level.  

The 3-D seismic survey is owned and leased by Seismic Exchange, Inc. The 

seismic survey has a sample rate of 4 ms. A preexisting velocity model of the survey—

created from sonic logs and checkshot measurements—is used for conversion from time 

domain to depth domain for the seismic data and wireline logs. Thirty-eight wells were 

used that had wireline logs within the seismic survey. A majority of the wells had a 

wireline log of measured depth and gamma ray or spontaneous potential measurements 

within the interval of interest. 

1.4 OVERVIEW 

Regional stratigraphy of the northwest Gulf of Mexico will be discussed in 

Chapter 2. The role of halokenesis in the structural history of the suite of subbasins is 

shown to have begun in the Jurassic and continued to play a role until Oligo-Miocene 

deposition. Chapter 3 introduces the data and methodology used to interpret 4th order 

deposits within the Miocene subbasins.
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Figure 1.5: Map of Study Area 

 

Figure 1.5: Map the Gulf Coast of Texas. Red rectangle shows location of study area 

near Matagorda Bay, Texas. 
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Figure 1.6: Stratigraphic Column of Northwest Gulf of Mexico 

 

 
 

Figure 1.6: Correlation chart showing the Miocene section of the northwest shelf of 

the Gulf of Mexico. Study interval shown with red box (Modified from Olariu, 2019).   
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The basis of these interpretations rest on a dip-steered seismic volume. A dip-steered 

seismic volume is a sparse matrix of seismic dip information that can be leveraged to 

improve attribute calculations and auto-tracking of seismic horizons. These dip-steered 

volumes are used to create a model consisting of sets of dense, 3D, auto-tracked 

horizons—called a HorizonCube. Each interval between generated horizons in a 

HorizonCube can be assigned unique attributes, which allows for the creation of a high-

resolution model of sediment fill of each subbasin. Chapter 4 shows the results of the 

HorizonCube for the Matagorda South, Matagorda North, and Colorado subbasins. 

Histograms of thickness distributions of the interpreted 4th order sand and shale intervals 

are shown, and thickness maps are generated to show the spatial variability in thickness 

distributions. Chapter 5 discusses the implications of the results in terms of economic 

risk assessment for CO2 injection. First, median thicknesses of 4th order shale deposits 

can be considered for sealing capacity of injection sites. Second, the high-resolution 

mapping of shale intervals can show the spatial variability of thickness which allows for 

assessment of local areas of thinning as a risk factor. Finally, 4th order deposits are 

compared across the subbasins in an attempt to understand the similarity of 4th order 

sediment fills, thicknesses, and cycles between the three analyzed subbasins. 

1.5 BROADER IMPACTS 

This works shows the viability of using novel geophysical techniques such as a 

dip-steered seismic volume and high density, 3D auto-tracked horizons to bridge the gap 

between high coverage, low resolution seismic data and low coverage, high resolution 

well log data. These methods create a detailed model of 4th order deposits within the suite 

of subbasins near Matagorda Bay, TX. These novel techniques have primarily been used 

on the same dataset for each application, a well imaged clinoform in the North Sea (the 
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F3 block controlled by the Netherlands). The F3 block is common testing grounds for 

new seismic processing and interpretation techniques due to easily distinguished seismic 

geometries and ample wireline logs. Though results of these applications are promising, 

these techniques have not been tried in areas of lower data quality or sparser well control. 

This study shows that the use of dip-steered seismic data and HorizonCubes can aid in 

high-resolution mapping and interpretation even if data conditions are less than that of 

the F3 block.  

It is necessary to have an accurate mapping of sediment fill at this high-resolution 

when considering risk factors for CO2 injection sites. Thicker, more uniform shales are 

more favorable for top-seal in a reservoir. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, similar 

subbasin structures are present along strike both to the southwest and northeast of the 

study area. Each of these subbasins have the potential to act as a storage reservoir for the 

sequestration of CO2. Insights to the thickness distribution and variability of shales 

present within subbasins in the area of interest (AoI) can be used as preliminary 

understanding to these other, unmapped subbasins. 
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Chapter 2: Geologic Overview 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

The area of interest of this study is a suite of subbasins located offshore 

Matagorda Bay, Texas located within the Lower Miocene 2 interval. High sediment 

deposition rates throughout the Cenozoic provide a detailed sediment fill history which 

has been interpreted by many previous workers (Murray, 1961; Salvador, 1991; 

Galloway, 2008; Galloway, 2011; Snedden and Galloway, 2019). Previous work has 

categorized the Cenozoic sediment fill into fourteen distinct depositional episodes. These 

depositional episodes each record ~2–5 my of sediment deposition and are bounded by 

regional transgressions associated with biostratigraphic markers (Galloway, 1989; 

Galloway, 2008). Gulf of Mexico Cenozoic sediment deposits are a world class resource 

repository, yielding over 130 Billion BOE (Barrels of Oil Equivalent) as well as 

significant lignite deposits (Galloway 2009; Riggs et al., 1991). The sediment deposits of 

the Lower Miocene 2 may continue to be a valuable as storage sites for carbon dioxide. 

 This chapter first defines stratigraphic terms used to interpret sediment deposits 

within the Cenozoic depositional episodes of the Gulf of Mexico. The general history of 

the Gulf of Mexico is discussed with the emphasis centered on the Lower Miocene 2 

depositional episode and the depositional episodes immediately preceding and following 

the Lower Miocene 2. Finally, focus shifts the structure and formation of the subbasins 

within the AoI. Previous work on similar structures within the Oligocene near Corpus 

Christi Bay, Texas is used to frame the development of the subbasins within the AoI 
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2.2: STRATIGRAPHIC TERMINOLOGY 

Interpretation of sequence stratigraphy requires prescriptive terminology of 

geologic units for later analysis. The goal of these methods is to assign a chronological 

order of basin fill and later erosion for the purpose of understanding the history of a 

sedimentary basin. The understanding and definitions of elements within sequence 

stratigraphy has gone through many changes, and no set framework is universally 

accepted as correct (Posamentier et al., 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Hunt and Tucker 

1992; Neal and Abreau, 2009; Catuneanu et al., 2009). This requires an exhaustive 

definition of terms to be used to avoid confusion over nomenclature rather than 

interpretative results. This study follows conventional sequence stratigraphy terminology 

set by Hunt and Tucker (1992) (Figure 2.1). For this study, the fundamental unit in 

sequence stratigraphy is the sequence (Posamentier, 1988). A depositional sequence is 

the full succession of strata deposited during a single, complete cycle of change in 

accommodation or sediment supply (Hunt and Tucker, 1992; Catuneanu et al., 2009). 

Each sequence is made up of four unique Systems Tracts and is bounded by a mappable, 

conformable surface. Strata within a systems tract is deposited contemporaneously. A 

change in the ratio of accommodation space to sediment influx changes to geometries, 

terminations, and characteristics of strata, leading to the change from one systems tract to 

the next. Below are descriptions of the four systems tracts used throughout this thesis.  

 

Lowstand Systems Tract: Sediment influx is outpacing available accommodation space 

with a deceleration of base-level fall. Commonly associated with a regression. 

Typical geometries include a progradation of the shoreline which transitions to 

aggradation. The net sand-to-shale ratio increases. Lowstand systems tract is 

marked by the end of base-level fall to the end of regression. 
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Transgressive Systems Tract: Available accommodation space is greater than sediment 

influx. Associated with a landward shift of the marine systems. Strata show a 

retrogradational geometry. The transgressive systems tract is often capped by the 

maximum flooding surface—the landward most extent of base-level. The 

transgressive systems tract is marked by the end of regression to the end of 

transgression. 

Highstand Systems Tract: Available accommodation space and sediment influx are in 

balance. Associated with a deceleration of base-level rise. Stratal geometries show 

aggradation which can shift towards progradation. The highstand systems tract is 

marked by the end of transgression to the onset of base-level fall. 

Falling Stage Systems Tract: Sediment influx is outpacing available accommodation 

space with an acceleration of base-level fall. The falling stage system tract is often 

considered to be the ‘early lowstand’. Associated with a forced regression; 

progradational and degradational geometries are expected. The falling stage 

systems tract is marked by the onset of base-level fall to the end of base-level fall. 

 

According to Hunt & Tucker (1992), a sequence begins at the lowest point of 

base-level fall. This places the sequence boundary immediately after the falling stage 

systems tract, before the lowstand systems tract. Finally, it is important to note that 

though the names of each systems tract inherently imply an interpretation of relative sea 

level change, in this study the interpretation of systems tracts comes first and foremost 

from the geometry of seismic reflections and motifs displayed in wireline log data.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic Slug Diagram of Systems Tracts 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic slug diagram showing the location of the four Systems Tracts in the Hunt & Tucker (1992) 

stratigraphic framework.  
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2.3 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Gulf of Mexico is a passive rift margin that first began forming during the 

breakup of Pangea in the late Triassic to Early Jurassic periods (Salvador, 1987; Buffer 

and Thomas, 1994). Vast salt beds were deposited during the Middle Jurassic in the 

Luann Salt basin (Hudec, 2013). Influences of the Laramide could begin to be seen by the 

early to middle Paleogene. Pulses of increased sediment influx were delivered to the Gulf 

of Mexico through several principal fluvial axes (Galloway, 2011; Figure 2.2). Large 

Laramide-sourced sediment pulses continued throughout the Oligocene and Miocene. 

Shifting influences of the principal fluvial axes dictated the nearshore depositional 

environment of the Gulf of Mexico. Throughout the entire Cenozoic, the shelf margin 

prograded 400 km in the basin (Galloway, 2000). Each stage of the evolution of the basin 

can be explored in immense detail; however, this section will focus on the sediment 

deposition near modern Matagorda Bay, Texas during the early Miocene depositional 

episode. 

The early Miocene deposits are divided into 2 different depositional episodes, the 

Lower Miocene 1 and Lower Miocene 2 (Galloway, 1989). The base of the Lower 

Miocene 1 depositional episode is marked by a large regional transgression and the 

deposition of the Anahuac shale (Galloway and Williams, 1991). The Lower Miocene 1 

is a period of relatively low sediment supply compared to surrounding depositional 

episodes, but still produced a prograding margin associated with continental margin 

outbuilding (Galloway, 2011). A small regional transgressive deposit associated with the 

benthic marker Gyroidina 9/k marks the end of the Lower Miocene 1depositional episode 

(PDI, 2017).
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Figure 2.2: Map of Principal Fluvial Axes 

 

Figure 2.2: Main fluvial axes throughout the Cenozoic. RB—Rio Bravo; RG—Rio 

Grande; G—Guadalupe; C—Colorado; HB—Houston-Brazos; R—Red; M—

Mississippi; T-Tennessee (Modified from Galloway, 2011). 
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The Lower Miocene 2 depositional episode near modern Matagorda Bay consists 

of a siliciclastic wedge approximately 600 m thick. During this depositional episode the 

Rio Bravo, Rio Grande, Red, and Mississippi were the main sediment throughfares to the 

Gulf of Mexico (Figure 2.3). This places the AoI in a strandplain depositional 

environment between the North Padre Delta to the south and the Calcasieu Delta to the 

North (Galloway et al., 1986; Galloway, 1989, Xu et al., 2016). As described in Section 

2.2, this depositional episode can be divided into four systems tracts. Following the 

Gyroidina 9/k transgression, the strandplain depositional environment was in highstand. 

Sediment supply and accommodation space are in relative balance and aggradation of 

deposits occur. The highstand systems tract ends as either base-level falls or sediment 

influx increases. As the relative rate of sedimentation begins to outpace available 

accommodation space, the falling stage systems tracts begins. In deltaic environments, 

this systems tract can be identified through the first presence of sand deposits in an 

otherwise muddy shelf, commonly associated with the pro-delta. In this AoI however, the 

falling stage systems tract will record a slow regression of the shoreline as longshore drift 

is the main source of sediment in this area. The lowstand systems tract is an acceleration 

of this regression as sediment supply begins to vastly outpace accommodation space. 

Volumetrically, this systems tract consists of the largest sand deposits (Galloway, 1989; 

Helland-Hansen and Gjelberg, 1994). Within the study area, this recorded as the 

shoreline moves basinward. The end of the lowstand systems tract occurs when the 

available accommodation space begins to outpace sediment supply. Deposits retrograde 

atop the previous lowstand and the shoreline retreats landward. Finally, the Lower 

Miocene 2 depositional episode ends with a regional transgression associated with the 

Amphistegina B benthic marker. This transgression also separates the lower Miocene 

depositions from upper Miocene deposition.
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Figure 2.3: Paleodepostional Map of Early Miocene, Gulf of Mexico 

 

Figure 2.3: Paleodepostional map of the Gulf of Mexico during the Early Miocene. The study area of interest is a 

strandplain depositional environment between the North Padre Delta and the Calcasieu Delta (Modified from Xu et al., 2016).  
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In total, the Lower Miocene 2 depositional episode lasted approximately 2.17 my 

and captures a complete depositional sequence (last occurrence of Gyroidina 9/k: 17.76 

ma; last occurrence of Amphistegina B: 15.69 ma; PDI, 2017). The lowstand systems 

tract within the suite of subbasins offshore Matagorda Bay, Texas are the target intervals 

for future carbon sequestration projects. Though associated with large volumes of sand, 

the 3rd order lowstand tract must be interpreted at the 4th order to have accurate 

assessment of connected sand and shale deposits for economic risking of future CO2 

storage ventures. 

2.4 STRUCTURAL DOMAIN 

The study area consists of five ‘subbasins’. These subbasins are named in this 

study for nearest unique body of water along the modern coast. Beginning in the south 

and moving north the five subbasins are: Matagorda South, Matagorda North, Colorado, 

Big Boggy, and Dead Caney (Figure 2.4). Each subbasin is bounded landward by a listric 

growth fault extending through the Miocene interval separating Miocene deposits from 

underlying Oligocene deposits. The subbasins are bounded basinward by another listric 

growth fault which in turn marks the landward edge of another more distal subbasin. 

Subbasins are bounded laterally by structural ridges that form perpendicular to strike. The 

formation of these subbasins is caused by interplay of Oligo-Miocene clastic deposition 

and halokenesis of allochthonous salt deposits. Similar subbasin geometries and 

structures are found further south along the modern Texas coast near Corpus Christi Bay. 

The formation of these structures is first discussed in Brown (2004) and elements of their 

formation can be applied to the study area near Matagorda Bay, Texas.
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Figure 2.4: Structure Map Showing Names of Subbasins 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Structure map showing the five subbasins within the study area. Subbasins can be identified by the 

partial elongated ovals separated by local structural highs. The names of each subbasins comes from the nearest 

onshore body of water along the modern Texas coast.

25 km
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2.4.1 Previous Work on the Formation of Intraslope Growth Faulted Subbasins 

Understanding the interpretation of the intraslope growth-faulted subbasins in the 

Oligocene Frio Formation near Corpus Christi, Texas by Brown et al., (2004) is 

important in assessing the subbasins within this thesis’ study area. Figure 2.5 presents a 

prior conceptual framework that is important in assessing the subbasins within this thesis’ 

study area. The Brown et al. (2004) interpretation uses third order cyclicity of shelfal 

loading to explain a series of laterally adjacent and basinward extending subbasins in the 

area. High sedimentation rates during third-order lowstands loads the shelf edge with 

deltaic deposits which in turn triggers the collapse of the outer-most portion of the shelf 

edge and the upper slope. This results in two outcomes. 1) increased accommodation 

space leading to expansion of strata on the downthrown side, and 2) mobilization of 

underlying deep-water muds and/or salt to form a ridge on the basinward-side. In 

essence, this creates a local topographic low, allowing for more sediments to concentrate 

within the subbasin. Additionally, sediment loading increases the accommodation space 

within the subbasin. As progradation occurs, the subbasin fills and the new shelf edge is 

located at the old basinward flank of the subbasin. The next lowstand cycle again 

overloads the shelf edge, causing the process to repeat.
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Figure 2.5: Brown (2004) Explanation of Subbasin Formation 

 

Figure 2.5: Brown (2004) explanation of intraslope growth faulted subbasins within 

the Oligocene Frio Formation near Corpus Christi, TX. Full Explanation in original 

publication.
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There are structural and geometrical similarities between the Oligocene Frio 

Formation near Corpus Christi, Texas and the study area of the Lower Miocene near 

Matagorda Bay, Texas. This thesis diverges from Brown et al. by arguing that the 

mechanism for the extension of the landward growth fault is from salt evacuation rather 

than gravity-driven collapse from an overload of sediment and that the preexisting salt is 

necessary for the formation of the subbasins. Full assessment of the key structural 

elements within the study area is necessary to argue for the stratigraphic framework 

within each subbasin. 

2.4.2 Faulting 

The structural domain of the shelf immediately offshore of modern Matagorda 

Bay is controlled by Oligo-Miocene faulting (Figure 2.6). Two trends exist within the 

series of faults. The first is a regional trend of growth faults that are subparallel to the 

modern coastline. Miocene aged deposits lay on the hanging wall of these detached 

growth faults (hereafter referred to as the Miocene Detachment), separating older, 

Oligocene strata on the footwall (Figure 2.7). In turn, the Oligocene strata are separated 

from older strata by another major detachment (hereafter referred to as the Oligocene 

Detachment). Downdip and further into the basin, these growth-faults link to older fold-

thrust-belts but are named after the age of sediments faulted within the study area. Updip, 

the Miocene Detachment forms a smooth ramp leading into the basin. Seaward, the 

Miocene Detachment displays corrugations, which plunge steeply in the direction of the 

fault dip (Figure 2.8). 

The second fault trend within the area consist of faults that are perpendicular to 

the general trend of the Miocene and Oligocene detachments. It is these transverse faults 

that are key to making the study area a potential site for CO2 injection.
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Figure 2.6: Fault Trends of the Miocene near Matagorda Bay, TX 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Map of discontinuity seismic attribute from a slice of the 3-D seismic volume provided by Seismic Exchange, 

Inc. Red arrow shows general strike of faults within the region. Orange arrow shows strike of transverse faults that bound 

lateral edges of subbasin. 
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Figure 2.7: Detachment Faults of the Miocene and Oligocene 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Cross-section showing the major faulting elements of the study area. The 

Miocene and Oligocene detachment are noted (Modified from McDonnell, 2010).
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Figure 2.8: Geometry of Miocene Detachment Fault 

 

Figure 2.8: Seismic Horizon approximately showing the geometry of the Miocene Detachment through the area of interest. 

Contours spaced 50 ms apart. The northern landward side of the surface shows a smooth surface while the basinward side 

shows corrugations steepling plunging towards the basin.
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These transverse faults separate the Miocene interval into a series of subbasins, with the 

transverse fault locations being structurally high ridges separating each subbasin. 

McDonnell (2010) discusses a number of hypotheses for the formation of these transverse 

faults, concluding that the undulating surface of the Miocene detachment creates 

synextensional ridges at local highs of the hanging wall. These faulted ridges have the 

potential to act as the lateral seal in potential reservoirs within the study area, and 

probably served to direct migrating fluids away from the ridges and into the adjacent 

basins. 

2.4.3 Formation of Intraslope Growth Faulted Subbasins Offshore Matagorda Bay, 
Texas 

The formation of the intraslope growth faulted subbasins within the AoI presented 

in this study synthesizes and extends the previous work of Brown (2004) and McDonnell 

(2010). The formation is separated into three stages: 1) Salt Deposition (Figure 2.9), 2) 

Gentle Folding, and 3) Oligo-Miocene Deposition. A schematic block diagram created in 

this study illustrates these three stages if subbasin formation (Figure 2.10). 

During the rifting stages of the formation of the Gulf of Mexico, the basin was 

restricted from the global ocean, allowing for extensive evaporitic deposition along the 

basin floor. The first and largest evaporitic deposit came in the form of the Louann Salt 

(Figure 2.9). The original thickness of the Louann Salt bed is estimated at approximately 

1500 m. These salt deposits are the major source for salt domes in the Northwestern Gulf 

of Mexico (Andrews, 1960). This salt would form diapirs through halokenisis during later 

compression of the region and deposition of sediment. (Galloway, 2009; McDonnell, 

2010). 
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Figure 2.9: Extent of Louann Salt Deposition 

 

Figure 2.9: Extent of Louann Salt evaporite deposits during the Mid-Jurassic. These 

salt deposits play a key role in the structural evolution of Miocene deposits in the 

northwestern Gulf of Mexico (Modified from Galloway, 2009).
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Figure 2.10: Formation of Intraslope Growth Faulted Subbasins 

 

Figure 2.10: Block diagrams created for this study showing the formation of subbasins 

within the Lower Miocene 2 offshore of Matagorda Bay, TX. 1) The Louann Salt was 
deposited across much of the GOM. These salt deposits would form diapirs through 

halokenesis during later deposition, 2) Gravity-driven folding from toe of slope of far-
field stress from subduction of the Pacific Plates caused gentle folding in the Cretaceous 

through Eocene sediments. Concurrently, the salt formed an allochthonous salt canopy 
atop these gently folded sediments, 3) increased sediment deposition during the 
Oligocene caused an evacuation of the underlying salt. The overlying sediment then 

collapsed to fill the newly formed void space. Areas where salt was locally thin formed 
anticlinal structures while areas where the salt was previously thick formed synclinal 

structures.
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Cretaceous through Eocene sediments were deposited above the salt. These 

sediments were gently folded through either toe of slope gravity driven folding or far-

field stress from the subduction of the Pacific plate beneath the North American plate in 

the far western United States. Concurrently, the Louann Salt formed an allochthonous salt 

canopy atop these gently folded sediments. During this stage of halokenesis, salt was 

extruded through the diapirs and moved across the gently folded Cretaceous-Eocene 

deposits. Thicker salt deposits pooled in local depressions while thin sheets covered local 

anticlines (McDonnell et al., 2008; McDonnell, 2010). 

Oligocene deposition loaded the salt canopy with sediment. The increased load 

caused by deposition evacuated the salt beneath the Oligocene sediment. As areas of 

varying salt thickness were expelled, Oligocene sediments compensatively filled the 

newly formed void space. This resulted in a series of anticlines and synclines, with the 

synclines located where there was previously thick salt and anticlines where the salt was 

previously thin. This interface between the Oligocene sediments and the salt became the 

Oligocene detachment (McDonnell, 2010). 

Deposition continued throughout the Miocene in which deposition rates across the 

study area were fairly constant due to longshore drift being the primary source of 

sediment influx (Galloway, 2011). The additional load of Miocene sediments continued 

the expulsion of salt beneath the Oligocene detachment. The continued movement of salt 

caused growth faulting to occur beneath the Miocene. These faults eventually merged to 

form the Miocene detachment (McDonnell, 2010). Miocene sediment filled newly 

created void space in the same manner as Oligocene sediments, with local synclines 

located where the salt was previously the thickest and local anticlines where the salt was 

thinnest. The anticlines within the Miocene sections were overthickened, causing faulting 
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to occur along the lateral edges of each subbasin—the origin of the transverse faults 

mentioned before. 

2.5 SUMMARY 

 The area of interest of this study is a suite of subbasins within the Lower Miocene 

2 depositional episode near modern Matagorda Bay, Texas. Cenozoic deposition is well 

recorded in the Gulf of Mexico due to continuous sediment influx from a number of 

fluvial axes. During the Lower Miocene 2, the area of interest was dominantly a 

strandplain depositional environment which formed a 600 m thick siliciclastic wedge. 

The major marker of 3rd order cyclicity within this area is the relative movement of the 

paleo-shoreline. Structurally, this area has formed into a suite of subbasins whose origins 

link back to the mobile Louann salt. Rapid sediment loading atop an allochthonous salt 

canopy with variable thickness defines the geometry of the subbasins. 

The depositional and structural elements of the AoI have a direct impact on the 

ability of the subbasins to act as a CO2 storage site. The strandplain depositional 

environment provides high quality reservoir sands that can be targeted for CO2 injection. 

The depositional sequences can be interpretated to identify intervals of sands and shales 

which will act as the reservoir and seal elements of future injection projects. The 

alternating synclines and anticlines can be leveraged for injection targets, migration 

pathways, and traps for CO2 injection projects. These elements—especially the location 

and thickness of potential seals—must be further examined in more detail and mapped at 

a higher resolution to better mitigate risks associated with a CO2 injection project within 

the AoI.
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Chapter 3: Interpretation Methods 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

 This chapter will first cover the techniques and data processing used to aid in the 

mapping and interpretation of 4th order intervals within each of the subbasins. Data used 

in the work was obtained in various states of usability, some (such as the velocity model) 

were provided as a completed product at the start of this research from a researcher 

(Dallas Dunlap) in the Gulf Coast Carbon Center at the Bureau of Economic Geology. 

After preliminary quality assurance—such as comparing the depth converted seismic 

volume against checkshot measurements or comparing the depth of known interpretations 

against neighboring depth converted seismic volumes—the velocity model was taken to 

be accurate throughout the interval of interest and study area. Similarly, the absolute 

vales of well log measurements are taken to be correct as measurement scaling and 

normalization of the logs were completed before work on this study.  

 A suite of different software was used throughout the course of this project. 

Below is a list of software used, its purpose in this work, and any associated licensing 

agreements. 

• DecisionSpace by Landmark: Seismic interpretation software. Used to pick 

seismic horizons and generate seismic attributes and thickness maps. Software 

made available through academic agreement with Landmark. 

• OpendTect by dGB Earth Science: Open-source seismic interpretation software. 

Plugins made available through academic agreement used to calculate dip-

steering seismic volumes and generate HorizonCubes. A HorizonCube is a set of 

dense, 3D, auto-tracked horizons. Stratigraphic interpretation of 4th order cyclicity 
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within each subbasin and correlation of seismic data and well data was conducted 

in Opendtect. 

• PETRA by IHS: Well manager and database. Used to collate wells and associated 

log data. Software made available through academic agreement. 

 

 Finally, the entire interpretation process for a single subbasin (Matagorda South) 

is shown. Each subbasin analyzed in this study was independently interpreted, such that 

any parameters mentioned for the interpretation of Matagorda South were individually 

adjusted to each subbasin to create the most accurate interpretation possible for the 

subbasin.  

3.2 DATA TOOLS & PROCESSING 

To accomplish the seismic interpretation necessary for 4th order analysis of each 

subbasin and have an accurate assessment of shale thickness and spatial distribution, a 

few novel seismic techniques are used. The workflow for interpretation is outlined in 

Figure 3.1. The starting data for this project includes a seismic volume of the AoI, a 

velocity model of the AoI and 39 wells with associated measured depth, spontaneous 

resistivity, and gamma ray log curves. First a dip-steered seismic volume is created from 

the original seismic volume. Next, seven hand-picked horizons are interpreted within 

each subbasin. These two elements—the dip-steered volume and the seven hand-picked 

horizons—are used to generate the HorizonCube. The well logs are then converted from 

the depth domain to the time domain using the velocity model. Wells logs are then 

correlated across the subbasin with the aid of the HorizonCube and the seismic data. 

Finally, 4th order sand and shale intervals are interpreted from the log data, which 

populates the HorizonCube. Each element of this process is expanded upon below.
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Figure 3.1: Interpretation Workflow for High-Resolution Mapping 

 

Figure 3.1: Workflow for developing 4th order interpretation of seismic data through 

the use of dip-steered seismic data and HorizonCube generation and interpretation.
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3.2.1 Dip-Steered Seismic Volume 

A dip-steered seismic volume is a sparse 3D matrix of dip vectors. The 

intersection of every inline, crossline, and seismic sample is populated by two vectors. 

The vectors record the dip of a seismic feature in the inline and crossline direction. A dip-

steered volume can enhance imaging of seismic data and allows for improvement of 

some seismic attribute calculations (e.g. curvature, similarity, dip fields), fault tracking, 

and gridding of seismic horizons (Qayyum et al., 2012; Ishak et al., 2018; Abdullah and 

Pranowo, 2020). Processing a seismic volume to create a dip-steered volume involves the 

calculation of the degree of dip in both the inline and crossline directions. These vectors 

are estimated using Principal Component Analysis and eigenvalue decomposition of the 

seismic amplitude field (Figure 3.2). Principal Component Analysis and the following 

eigenvalue decomposition results in a series of eigenvectors (Rocky et al., 2015). The 

first eigenvector (also called the first principal component) is a vector whose direction 

minimizes the squared distance from the data to the vector. Inherently, this eigenvector is 

also vector along which the variance of the data is maximized. The following 

eigenvectors (second principal component, third principal component, etc.) are vectors 

that are orthogonal to previous eigenvectors and again minimize the squared distance to 

the vector or maximizes the variance along the vector (these two conditions can be 

considered identical as they each result in the same vector direction). In the case of 

Principal Component Analysis of a seismic amplitude field, the first principal component 

describes the direction of maximum amplitude changes, which is considered to be 

perpendicular to the dip (dGB Earth Sciences, 2018; Gogia et al., 2020).
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Figure 3.2: Principal Component Analysis of Amplitude Field 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic for Principal Component Analysis of a seismic amplitude field. 

The first principal component is a vector (red) in the direction of the highest change in 

amplitude which is perpendicular to the dip. The second and third principal components 

are perpendicular to the first and define the plane of the seismic event. With these vectors 

defined, the dip can be calculated in the inline and crossline direction.
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Thus, the second and third eigenvectors are orthogonal to the first and are located within 

the plane of the seismic event. With the second and third eigenvectors describing the 

plane seismic event, vectors describing the dip in the inline and crossline direction can be 

calculated and stored as a dip-steered seismic volume. See Appendix A the general 

solution of Principal Component Analysis. 

With these two vectors of dip, the true azimuth and dip can be used as needed for 

future processes. The two dip vectors are calculated at the intersection of every inline, 

crossline, and sample interval and stored at every seismic sample point (Figure 3.3). As a 

result, a single seismic trace will have multiple dip vectors within the positive or negative 

wiggle (Figure 3.4). These dip vectors capture some aspect of the geology that is at a 

smaller resolution of a single seismic reflector. Within the interval of interest, the average 

vertical resolution of the seismic data is approximately 80 ft or 32 ms in two-way-time. A 

bed that undulates in thickness from 60 ft to 80ft may appear to be a consistent thickness 

in the seismic data. However, dip vectors that align with the top or bottom of the bed will 

show a variation in the degree of dip and can be interpreted showing variation in bed 

thickness. Interpolation of the bed thickness by use of the dip vectors will more 

accurately assess the changes in bed thickness. This small-scale geology will be more 

pronounced through the creation of HorizonCubes and later correlation of well log data. 

3.2.2 Hand-Picked Seismic Control Horizons 

Multiple control horizons were picked manually within each subbasin. Horizons 

were picked on peaks with a spacing of 20 inlines or crosslines between each pick. Each 

horizon was loop-tied to itself to ensure the horizon was continuous along the same 

chosen reflector. After hand picking, the horizon was interpolated across the subbasin 

using a kriging algorithm (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of Dip-Steered Seismic Data 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the dip-steering calculation. (A) Calculation of inline and crossline dip occurs at the intersection of every 

inline, crossline, and sample interval. (B) Red line representing a simple discontinuity calculation. Each wiggle trace is compared to 

the adjacent trace. This example would show high discontinuity. (C) The same discontinuity calculation, but with dip-steering applied. 

The red line now curves in accordance with the seismic dip. This example would show a lower discontinuity compared to B.  Modified 

from Odoh & Okoli (2014).

(A) (B) (C)
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Figure 3.4: Density of Dip-Steering Data 

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the density of dip-steered data. The dip-steering 

calculation occurs at every inline, crossline, and seismic sample (4 ms). This allows for 

the dip-steered data matrix to apply dip vectors at a resolution higher than a single 

seismic reflector.
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Figure 3.5: Kriging Interpolation of Seismic Horizon 

 

Figure 3.5: (A) Hand picked seismic Horizon. Picks were spaced 20 inlines or 

crosslines apart. (B) The same horizon after gridding. Gaps within the horizon are filled 

based on a kriging algorithm.
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Kriging interpolation assumes that there is a relationship between the distance or 

direction of sample points and the variation of surface being interpolated. The general 

equation for kriging interpolation is: 

!"($!) = ∑ W"!($#)$
#%& ,           (1) 

where !($#) is the measured value at the ith location, S0 is the predicted location, N is the 

number of measured values, and )" is an unknown weight for the value at the ith location. 

The goal in choosing the weights ()) is to minimize the variance of the error at the 

predicated location (S0). In order to determine weights for equation (1) that minimize the 

variance at the predicted location, the Lagrange multiplier is used: 

 
* = +,- .!($!) −	!"($!)1 + 24(∑()#) − 1)	          (2) 

& 

* = 6' + ∑∑)#)(7#( − 2∑)#7#! + 	24(∑()#) − 1),         (3) 

 

where L is the Lagrange function, Var is the calculated variance, and M is the Lagrange 

Multiplier for equation (2). In equation (3), 6' is the variance, Cij is the covariance 

between sample Si and sample Sj, and Ci0 is the covariance between sample Si and the 

prediction point S0. Taking the partial derivative of L with respect to )# and M, setting 

the equations to zero, and solving them results in the following matrix equation: 

 
[)&]
| 	 ⋮ 	 |
|))|
[	4	]

	= 	
[7&& … 7&* 1]
| ⋮				 ⋱ ⋮ 1|
|7)& … 7)) 1|
[1				 1 1 0]

− 1		
[7&!]
| 	 ⋮ 	 |
|7)!|
[		1		]

		,          (4) 
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where the left-hand matrix is the solved weights to be used in equation (1). Kriging is 

robust for interpolation of horizons as it has a unique solution, is an unbiased estimator, 

and takes into account the distance and configuration of data (Lasinio, Pyrcz and 

Deutsch, 2015; Cressie, 1988; Cressie, 1990). 

Horizons were picked on reflectors that fit one of three possible criteria: 1) a 

reflector interpreted to be an important geologic surface, 2) a reflector that was 

continuous and had a higher amplitude response than surrounding reflectors, or 3) a 

reflector that marked a change in the overall geometry of the reflectors (Figure 3.6). A 

horizon on an important geologic surface is useful in aiding later interpretation and for 

tying well log data to the seismic volume. Picking on a high amplitude and continuous 

reflector is useful as this guarantees a widespread control horizon in which there is high 

confidence of a correct picking. Reflectors that mark a change in seismic geometry are 

useful to demark with a horizon as they can be used during the generation of a 

HorizonCube. Depending on the depth of the reflector the picked horizon is continuous 

across the entire AoI or local to the subbasin for which it was picked. Figure 3.7 shows a 

seismic section with a general strike trend. Horizons at shallower depths are easily picked 

continuously across the AoI. Deeper seismic reflectors truncate at the structural ridges 

separating each subbasin making it impossible to loop-tie one of these deeper reflectors 

to its counterpart within the adjacent subbasin. This complication leads to a preference of 

choosing reflectors within the subbasins that demark changing geometry or having a high 

amplitude response as control horizons.
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Figure 3.6: Selection Criteria for Hand-Picked Seismic Horizons 

 

Figure 3.6: Examples of why a horizon may be picked for interpretation. Horizon 1 marks a 

regional transgression. Horizon 2 is continuous and has a strong amplitude response, Horizon 3 

demarks changing seismic geometry from above and below.
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Figure 3.7: Reflector Continuity Based on Depth 

 

Figure 3.7: General strike view of the AoI. Shallow horizons (Horizon 1) are easily picked between each subbasin. Deeper 

horizons (Horizon 2) truncate at the flanks of the subbasin.
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3.2.3 HorizonCube Generation 

The generation of HorzionCube is the keystone for the interpretation of each of 

the subbasins. A HorizonCube is a plugin for dGB’s OpendTect interpretation software 

which auto-tracks a dense set of 3D stratigraphic surfaces (dGB Earth Sciences, 2018). 

Stratigraphic packages are defined between each of the control horizons. The geometry of 

these stratigraphic packages are selected from a variety of preset options to improve the 

auto-tracking of the HorizonCube. Figure 3.8 shows the possible options of reflector 

geometry within the OpendTect software. Figure 3.9 shows a seismic inline and the 

selected geometries within each stratigraphic package. The initial seeds for the auto-

tracked horizons are spaced at 4 ms intervals in the vertical direction, which allows for a 

generated horizon to be created at the same interval of the sample rate of the original 

seismic volume Figure 3.10. The inline/crossline location for the initial seed points are 

chosen to be at the thickest point of stratigraphic package, while avoiding locations that 

are near to the edge of the seismic volume. 

After the initial seed points are placed for each stratigraphic package, the iterative 

generation of the HorizonCube begins (Figure 3.11). A conjugate gradient solver is used 

to interpolate a generated horizon. The dip vectors from the dip-steered volume are 

treated as a sparse matrix of vectors with the control horizons and the initial geometric 

model of each package used as weighting factors for the algorithm. The solution of a 

conjugate gradient solver is an attempt to find a vector path between each step-out point 

that minimizes the residual error of the generated path and the weighted dip-steered 

vectors, selected geometric model, and seismic data.
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Figure 3.8: Internal Stratigraphic Geometry Options 

 

Figure 3.8: The possible preset reflection geometries within the HorizonCube Package in OpendTect.
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Figure 3.9: Selection of Internal Geometries From Seismic Reflection Data 

 

Figure 3.9: Inline section showing the 6 packages used in HorizonCube generation demarked. 

Icons represent internal geometry (Figure 3.8) Packages 1–4 contain ‘proportional’ geometries, 

package 5 is ‘Parallel to Upper’, and package 6 is ‘Parallel to Lower.’ All subbasins in the area 

used the same geometry selection for similar packages. 
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Figure 3.10: Initial Seed Point for HorizonCube Generation 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.10: Schematic of initial seed points for HorizonCube Generation. Seed Points are spaced at intervals of 4 ms. 

Horizons merge if they come within 4ms of surrounding horizons. A new horizon is generated if two adjacent horizons diverge 

more than the determined divergence gap.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic Showing Control of Step-Out for HorizonCube Generation 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Schematic showing the step-out for HorizonCube generation. The step-out 

is the number of inlines or crosslines between which an auto-tracked horizon is 

interpolated. The step-out influences the overall smoothness of interpolated horizons.
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A simple error function can aid in the understanding of the different elements used within 

the conjugate gradient solver (Jo et al., 2020): 

 

!"#(∑ (!" &#$%'()*+("'() − )*+"- + &*+%'(/0+"'( − /0+") +        (5) 

&,-.'(2ℎ4"'( − 2ℎ4") + 	'(6(("'()," −	6%01(023-))	,  

 

where E is an error function, n is the sample point of the current operation, n+k is the 

step-out for the current operation, N is the total number of operations, dip is the dip 

vectors from the dip-steered seismic volume, Amp is the seismic amplitude, Phs is the 

phase, G is the preset internal geometry of the stratigraphic interval, and & is a weighting 

parameter. It is important to note that this equation is not used in the actual conjugate 

gradient solver, but it is useful for understanding how a solution for the multidimensional 

problem is found. Also, the method for the determination of the value of the weights for 

each element and their application is proprietary to OpendTect. This same data could be 

used in a conjugate gradient solver present in other software and the resulting solution 

would not be identical. 

The step-out (k, equation 5) is the number of inlines or crosslines between which 

an auto-tracked horizon is interpolated. The step-out influences the overall smoothness of 

interpolated horizons. Lower values of k preserve local fluctuations in the dip-field, while 

higher values of k result in a smoother horizon overall. Each interpolation step is solved 

at either 200 iterations of the conjugate gradient algorithm or when the residual error falls 

below 1%—whichever condition is met first. Other conditions are applied to the solver to 

aid in a obtaining a result that is useful in a geologic setting. For example, generated 

horizons cannot cross one another—even if this would minimize the error function—as 

this violates the understanding of sequence stratigraphy. To accommodate for this, a 
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horizon is truncated if it comes within 4 ms (the sampling rate of the data) of a horizon 

above or below it. Conversely, a new horizon will be placed and interpolated between 

two auto-tracked horizons if the auto-tracked horizons diverge from one another and 

leave a gap greater than a set number of milliseconds. In a practical sense, these 

conditions allow for an accurate tracking of geologic events such as pinch outs or 

expansion of a unit across a fault. 

The resulting HorizonCube must be thoroughly inspected before it can be used in 

further interpretation. Several parameters or inputs may be adjusted to improve the final 

version of a HorizonCube. Control horizons may be repicked at a finer detail to improve 

user confidence or an entirely new control horizon may be added. The dip-steered volume 

maybe be smoothed in areas of low-quality reflectors to capture the correct area dip 

rather than misleading local dip. The step-out of the inline and crossline distance can be 

modified it adjust for over- or under-smoothing.  

3.2.4 Time/Depth Conversion 

A velocity model of the AoI was available at the start of this study. A velocity 

model is a crucial dataset when interpreting seismic volumes. The model allows for 

conversions from the time domain to the depth domain, or vice versa. The method used in 

this thesis first calls for the well log data to be converted to the time domain. This allows 

for log data to be correlated with HorizonCubes and the seismic reflection data. After 

correlation is complete, stratigraphic intervals are converted into the depth domain for 

analysis.  
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3.3 INTERPRETATION OF MATAGORDA SOUTH 

 The workflow and tools discussed above were applied to each subbasin within the 

study area. The interpretation of the Matagorda South subbasin is expanded upon below 

as a case study. All subbasins discussed in this study were interrogated with identical 

workflow. Any parameters mentioned for the Matagorda South subbasin were modified 

on a case-by-case basis to optimize the results for the other subbasins. 

 The Matagorda South subbasin covers an area of 88 km2. Ten wells with 

spontaneous potential logs were used to aid in interpretation. First, a dip steered-volume 

of the subbasin was created through Principal Component Analysis and eigenvalue 

decomposition of the original seismic volume. Seven control horizons were picked within 

the original seismic data volume on seismic peaks on a spacing of 20 inlines and 

crosslines. These horizons were loop-tied for quality assurance. Figure 3.9 shows a dip 

line through the center of the Matagorda South subbasin with the seven hand-picked 

horizons. These horizons were selected either for their high amplitude and continuous 

reflectors, geologic significance, or demarking a change in seismic geometry. After the 

initial hand-picking of the seven horizons, they were each interpolated to be a continuous 

surface through the use of a kriging algorithm. The seven control horizons bound six 

stratigraphic packages whose interval reflector geometry was categorized based on visual 

inspection according to Figure 3.8. With the dip steering data, control horizons, and 

internal geometry defined, a HorizonCube was generated for the Matagorda south 

subbasin. Through trial-and-error, we determined that a step-out value of 6 inlines or 

crosslines produced the most useful results. This step-out value preserved local variations 

in surfaces while still having horizons that covered the entire subbasin. If adjacent auto-

tracked horizons diverged from one another and created a space of 16 ms or more, a new 

horizon was created to fill this gap on the next iteration of the conjugate gradient solver. 
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 Next, the 10 well logs were converted from the depth domain to the time domain 

through the velocity model of the area. Various seismic lines were generated that 

intersected multiple well locations to aid in correlation. A 3rd order sequence was 

interpreted based on the criteria explained in Section 2.2. We determined that the 3rd 

order lowstand systems tract was the preferred carbon injection interval based on the 

depth relative to overpressure and the supercritical depth of CO2 and the presence of 

numerous sand intervals indicated by well log data. Based on this, sands and shales 

within the 3rd order lowstand systems tract were correlated at the 4th order resolution. 

Interpretation of 4th order cyclicity is presented as sand intervals and shale intervals rather 

than the four distinct systems tracts. Sand intervals contain the falling stage and lowstand 

systems tracts while the shale intervals are made up of the transgressive and highstand 

systems tracts. Having only sand and shale intervals allows for easier computation of 

thicknesses, especially in the case of shale seals. Log data indicated that the 4th order 

transgressive and highstand systems tracts are made up almost entirely of shale, which 

means that both systems tracts will act together as an impermeable seal for CO2 injected 

underneath. The deepest sand interval is referred to as ‘sand interval 1’ or ‘LST 1’—both 

terms being interchangeable. Each 4th order LST is immediately followed by a ‘shale 

interval’ or ‘TST’ of the same number. Figure 3.12 shows the 4th order interpretation of 

the Matagorda South subbasin. The analyzed interval is made up of four sand intervals 

and three shale intervals. The LST 4 interval is not followed by TST 4 (a 4th order 

transgressive systems tract) because the larger 3rd order transgressive systems tract caps 

the LST 4 interval. The 3rd order TST was not analyzed at a higher resolution, so it would 

be erroneous to assign the entire 3rd order TST as the 4th order TST 4. It likely that the 3rd 

order TST contains multiple 4th order Systems Tracts, but analysis of the 3rd order TST 

interval was beyond the scope of this study.
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Figure 3.12: 4th Order Interpretation of Matagorda South Subbasin 

 

Figure 3.12: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda South subbasin. 

4th order interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution 

of seismic data, 4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ 

interval. 4th order TST and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ 

interval.
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After 4th order interpretation is complete, auto-tracked horizons from the 

HorizonCube that demark the top and base of each 4th order sand and shale interval are 

converted from the time domain to the depth domain. This changed the measurement 

between horizons form milliseconds to feet. This is crucial step as accessing the sealing 

capacity of shales is based on the thickness of the shales, not the travel time of sound 

through the rock. Distributions of the interpreted 4th order shale and sand thicknesses and 

associated thickness maps were generated between each of these horizons. Detailed 

displays of interpreted intervals, thickness distributions, and spatial distributions can be 

seen in Chapter 4. Analysis and use cases for this data are discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

The suite of subbasins offshore Matagorda Bay, Texas must be examined at a 

high-resolution to determine the viability to act as a reservoir for carbon sequestration. 

Seismic data of the area provides good coverage but lacks the required resolution to 

accurately map the thickness of shales that would act a seal for the carbon reservoir. Well 

logs of the area provide the resolution required but are sparse within the subbasins. The 

use of novel geophysical techniques such as a dip-steered seismic volume and the 

generation and interpretation of a HorizonCube help connect these two datasets. The 

workflow presented above shows the methods for the calculation of dip vectors of a dip-

steering volume, the criteria for horizon selection and mapping, and the elements used to 

create a HorizonCube through the use of a conjugate gradient solver. Each of these steps 

were followed with the Matagorda South subbasin to create accurate, high-resolution 

mapping of 4th order sand and shale intervals. This same workflow was followed for the 

Matagorda North and Colorado subbasins. Control horizons and parameters such as the 

step-out or divergence gap were adjusted for each subbasin individually to optimize the 
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results for each subbasin. Chapter 4 shows the inputs, interpretation, and resulting data 

for each subbasin.
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

 This chapter presents the resulting seismic thickness data from the workflow discussed in 

Chapter 3. Information about size of the  map footprint, number of well logs used and number 

of control horizons interpreted for each of three subbasins analyzed—Matagorda South, 

Matagorda North, and Colorado—is briefly discussed. Parameters used across the three 

subbasins were fairly consistent, the only change being the step-out value (Figure 3.11) used for 

the Colorado subbasin. This subbasin is the largest of the three analyzed and a trade-off between 

increased local detail and computational time was deemed insufficient to use the same smaller 

step-out as Matagorda South and Matagorda North. The divergence gap value was also 

consistent across the subbasin. Since the analyzed intervals were at approximately the same 

depth in each of the three subbasins, the vertical resolution of the seismic data was equivalent in 

each. The resulting thickness distributions and thickness maps are displayed in the following 

sections, grouped by subbasin. It is these thickness distributions and thickness maps that can be 

used to aid in risk assessment of potential CO2 storage reservoirs as discussed in Chapter 5.  

Finally, the use and validity of statistics to analyze and compare thickness distributions is 

discussed. 
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4.2 Matagorda South Subbasin 

The Matagorda South subbasin is the southernmost subbasin in the Area of Interest. It has 

a map area of 88 km2. Ten wells were used in the interpretation process. Figure 4.1 shows a dip 

line through the center of the subbasin with the 7 hand-picked control horizons used for 

HorizonCube generation. The criteria for selecting these horizons and the internal geometry used 

for each stratigraphic package is show in Table 4.1. For the conjugate gradient solver, a step-out 

of 6 inlines or crosslines was chosen to preserve local variability in the dip while still producing 

horizons covering the entire subbasin. A divergence gap of 16 ms was chosen as this allowed for 

adequate vertical resolution for 4th interpretation without unnecessary computational time. 

Figures 4.2 & 4.3 show the 3rd order and 4th order interpretation of the subbasin, respectively. 

Figure 4.4 shows a crossline across the middle of the subbasin with the 4th order interpretation. 

Figure 4.5 is an arbitrary line within the subbasin showing the correlation of a spontaneous 

potential log with the 4th order interpretation. The Matagorda South subbasin contains four sand 

intervals and three shale intervals within the interval that was interpreted at the 4th order. 

Histograms of the thickness distributions of each of these intervals can be seen in Figures 4.6 & 

4.7. Some data were removed for being attributed to edge effects in the thickness calculation 

(showing thickness 2–4 times the magnitude of the mean) as well as removing data in the bottom 

2.5% and top 97.5% of the distribution. Thickness maps of each interval were created to observe 

the spatial variability in the thickness distribution (Figures 4.8 and 4.9).
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Figure 4.1: Matagorda South Subbasin: Inline—Control Horizons 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda South subbasin. The 

seven green lines represent the control horizons used to generate the HorizonCube used for 

further interpretation. 
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Figure 4.2: Matagorda South Subbasin: Inline—3rd Order Interpretation 

 

Figure 4.2: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda South subbasin. 3rd 

order interpretation shown with the Falling Stage Systems Tract (FSST), Lowstand Systems 

Tract (LST), Transgressive Systems Tract (TST), and Highstand Systems Tract (HST). The 

deeper LST interval will be interpreted at 4th order resolution. 
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Figure 4.3: Matagorda South Subbasin: Inline—4th Order Interpretation 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda South subbasin. 4th 

order interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution of seismic 

data, 4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ interval. 4th order 

TST and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ interval. 
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Figure 4.4: Matagorda South Subbasin: Crossline—4th Order Interpretation 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Crossline seismic section through the middle of the Matagorda South subbasin. 4th 

order interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution of seismic 

data, 4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ interval. 4th order 

TST and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ interval. 
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Figure 4.5: Matagorda South Subbasin: Arbitrary Line—Well Correlation 

 

 

Figure 4.5:Arbitrary seismic line from the Matagorda South subbasin. 4th order interpretation is 

overlayed. Spontaneous potential log projected onto the seismic interval. High spontaneous 

potential response in a log indicates presence of clays and is associated with shales, while a low 

spontaneous potential response is associated with sands. 
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Figure 4.6: Matagorda South 4th Order Sand Interval Distributions 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Histogram of thickness distributions for the four sand intervals in the Matagorda 

South subbasin. Black lines represent median values of the distribution. Sand interval 1 

represents the deepest sand interval while interval 4 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.7: Matagorda South 4th Order Sand Interval Distributions 

 

Figure 4.7: Histogram of thickness distributions for the three shale intervals in the Matagorda 

South subbasin. Black lines represent median values of the distribution. Shale interval 1 

represents the deepest shale interval while interval 3 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.8: Matagorda South Sand Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Matagorda South Sand Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Figure 4.8: Maps showing the spatial distribution of thicknesses of the four sand intervals from 

the Matagorda South subbasin. Sand interval 1 represents the deepest sand interval while interval 

4 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.9: Matagorda South Shale Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Matagorda South Shale Intervals Thickness Maps 
 

 

Figure 4.9: Maps showing the spatial distribution of thicknesses of the three shale intervals from 

the Matagorda South subbasin. Shale interval 1 represents the deepest shale interval while 

interval 4 represents the shallowest.
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SUBBASIN 2 – MATAGORDA NORTH 
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4.3 Matagorda North Subbasin 

The Matagorda North subbasin is the southernmost subbasin in the AOI. It has a map 

area of 84 km2. Ten wells were used in the interpretation process. Figure 4.10 shows a dip line 

through the center of the subbasin with the 7 hand-picked control horizons used for HorizonCube 

generation. The criteria for selecting these horizons and the internal geometry used for each 

stratigraphic package is show in Table 4.1. For the conjugate gradient solver, a step-out of 6 

inlines or crosslines was chosen to preserve local variability in the dip while still producing 

horizons covering the entire subbasin. A divergence gap of 16 ms was chosen as this allowed for 

adequate vertical resolution for 4th interpretation without unnecessary computational time. 

Figure 4.11 & 4.12 show the 3rd order and 4th order interpretation of the subbasin, respectively. 

Figure 4.13 shows a crossline across the middle of the subbasin with the 4th order interpretation. 

Figure 4.14 is an arbitrary line within the subbasin showing the correlation of a spontaneous 

potential log with the 4th order interpretation. The Matagorda North subbasin contains 4 sand 

intervals and 3 shale intervals within the interval that was interpreted at the 4th order. Histograms 

of the thickness distributions of each of these intervals can be seen in Figures 4.15 & 4.16. Some 

data were removed for being attributed to edge effects in the thickness calculation (showing 

thickness 2–4 times the magnitude of the mean) as well as removing data in the bottom 2.5% and 

top 97.5% of the distribution. Thickness maps of each interval were created to observe the spatial 

variability in the thickness distribution [Figures 4.17 & 4.18].
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Figure 4.10: Matagorda North Subbasin: Inline—Control Horizons 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda North subbasin. The 

seven green lines represent the control horizons used to generate the HorizonCube used for 

further interpretation. 
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Figure 4.11: Matagorda North Subbasin: Inline—3rd Order Interpretation 

 

Figure 4.11: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda North subbasin. 3rd 

order interpretation shown with the Falling Stage Systems Tract (FSST), Lowstand Systems 

Tract (LST), Transgressive Systems Tract (TST), and Highstand Systems Tract (HST). The 

deeper LST interval will be interpreted at 4th order resolution. 
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Figure 4.12: Matagorda North Subbasin: Inline—4th Order Interpretation 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Inline seismic section through the center of the Matagorda North subbasin. 4th 

order interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution of seismic 

data, 4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ interval. 4th 

order TST and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ interval. 
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Figure 4.13: Matagorda North Subbasin: Crossline—4th Order Interpretation 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Crossline seismic section through the middle of the Matagorda North subbasin. 4th 

order interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution of seismic 

data, 4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ interval. 4th 

order TST and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ interval. 
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Figure 4.14: Matagorda North Subbasin: Arbitrary Line—Well Correlation 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Arbitrary seismic line from the Matagorda North subbasin. 4th order interpretation 

is overlayed. Spontaneous potential log projected onto the seismic interval. High spontaneous 

potential response in a log indicates presence of clays and is associated with shales, while a low 

spontaneous potential response is associated with sands. 
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Figure 4.15: Matagorda North 4th Order San Interval Distributions 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Histogram of thickness distributions for the four sand intervals in the Matagorda 

North subbasin. Black lines represent median values of the distribution. Sand interval 1 

represents the deepest sand interval while interval 4 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.16: Matagorda North 4th Order Shale Intervals Distributions 

 

Figure 4.16: Histogram of thickness distributions for the three shale intervals in the Matagorda 

North subbasin. Black lines represent median values of the distribution. Shale interval 1 

represents the deepest shale interval while interval 3 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.17: Matagorda North Sand Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Matagorda North Sand Intervals Thickness Maps 
 

 

Figure 4.17: Maps showing the spatial distribution of thicknesses of the four sand intervals from 

the Matagorda North subbasin. Sand interval 1 represents the deepest sand interval while interval 

4 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.18: Matagorda North Shale Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Matagorda North Shale Intervals Thickness Maps 
 

 

Figure 4.18: Maps showing the spatial distribution of thicknesses of the three shale intervals 

from the Matagorda North subbasin. Shale interval 1 represents the deepest shale interval while 

interval 4 represents the shallowest.
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4.4 Colorado 

The Colorado subbasin is the southernmost subbasin in the AOI. It has a map area of 192 

km2. Eighteen wells were used in the interpretation process. Figure 4.19 shows a dip line 

through the center of the subbasin with the 7 hand-picked control horizons used for HorizonCube 

generation. The criteria for selecting these horizons and the internal geometry used for each 

stratigraphic package is show in Table 4.1. For the conjugate gradient solver, a step-out of 8 

inlines or crosslines was chosen to preserve local variability in the dip while still producing 

horizons covering the entire subbasin. A divergence gap of 16 ms was chosen as this allowed for 

adequate vertical resolution for 4th interpretation without unnecessary computational time. 

Figure 4.20 & 4.21 show the 3rd order and 4th order interpretation of the subbasin, respectively. 

Figure 4.22 shows a crossline across the middle of the subbasin with the 4th order interpretation. 

Figure 4.23 is an arbitrary line within the subbasin showing the correlation of a spontaneous 

potential log with the 4th order interpretation. The Colorado subbasin contains 4 sand intervals 

and 3 shale intervals within the interval that was interpreted at the 4th order. Histograms of the 

thickness distributions of each of these intervals can be seen in Figures 4.24 & 4.25. Some data 

were removed for being attributed to edge effects in the thickness calculation (showing thickness 

2–4 times the magnitude of the mean) as well as removing data in the bottom 2.5% and top 

97.5% of the distribution. Thickness maps of each interval were created to observe the spatial 

variability in the thickness distribution (Figures 4.26 & 4.27).
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Figure 4.19: Colorado Subbasin: Inline—Control Horizons 

 

Figure 4.19: Inline seismic section through the center of the Colorado subbasin. The seven green 

lines represent the control horizons used to generate the HorizonCube used for further 

interpretation. 
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Figure 4.20: Colorado Subbasin: Inline—3rd Order Interpretation 

 

Figure 4.20: Inline seismic section through the center of the Colorado subbasin. 3rd order 

interpretation shown with the Falling Stage Systems Tract (FSST), Lowstand Systems Tract 

(LST), Transgressive Systems Tract (TST), and Highstand Systems Tract (HST). The deeper 

LST interval will be interpreted at 4th order resolution. 
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Figure 4.21: Colorado Subbasin: Inline—4th Order Interpretation 

 

Figure 4.21: Inline seismic section through the center of the Colorado subbasin. 4th order 

interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution of seismic data, 

4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ interval. 4th order TST 

and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ interval. 
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Figure 4.22: Colorado Subbasin: Crossline—4th Order Interpretation 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Crossline seismic section through the middle of the Colorado subbasin. 4th order 

interpretation shown as sand intervals and shale intervals. Due to the resolution of seismic data, 

4th order FSST and LST intervals are grouped as a general LST or ‘sand’ interval. 4th order TST 

and HST intervals are grouped as a general TST or ‘shale’ interval. 
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Figure 4.23: Colorado Subbasin: Arbitrary Line—Well Correlation 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Arbitrary seismic line from the Colorado subbasin. 4th order interpretation is 

overlayed. Spontaneous potential log projected onto the seismic interval. High spontaneous 

potential response in a log indicates presence of clays and is associated with shales, while a low 

spontaneous potential response is associated with sands. 
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Figure 4.24: Colorado 4th Order Sand Intervals Distributions 

 

Figure 4.24: Histogram of thickness distributions for the four sand intervals in the Colorado 

subbasin. Black lines represent median values of the distribution. Sand interval 1 represents the 

deepest sand interval while interval 4 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.25: Colorado 4th Order Shale Intervals Distributions 

 

Figure 4.25: Histogram of thickness distributions for the three shale intervals in Colorado 

subbasin. Black lines represent median values of the distribution. Shale interval 1 represents the 

deepest shale interval while interval 3 represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.26: Colorado Sand Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Colorado Sand Intervals Thickness Maps 
 

 

Figure 4.26: Maps showing the spatial distribution of thicknesses of the four sand intervals from 

the Colorado subbasin. Sand interval 1 represents the deepest sand interval while interval 4 

represents the shallowest. 
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Figure 4.27: Colorado Shale Intervals Thickness Maps 

 

Colorado Shale Intervals Thickness Maps 
 

 

Figure 4.27: Maps showing the spatial distribution of thicknesses of the three shale intervals 

from the Colorado subbasin. Shale interval 1 represents the deepest shale interval while interval 

4 represents the shallowest. 
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4.5 ON THE VALIDITY OF STATISTICAL COMPARISON 

A useful understanding to come from this study would be to definitively state that the 

sediment fill between each of the three subbasins are identical, or at least strongly correlated. 

This would allow for a conjecture that other Miocene subbasins outside the study area along 

strike would have the same sediment fill history. A simple way to go about this would be to 

conduct an ANOVA t-test on the thickness distributions to determine if statistical values such as 

the mean, median, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of these distributions are identical. However, 

tests such as the ANOVA t-test, students t-test, and other statistical tests begin to break down and 

lose meaning with large sample sizes (Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016; Gearon and Young, 2021). 

Each 4th order interval consists of 17,000–38,000 individual samples. In a dataset this large, the 

variance is so low that any deviation is considered significant. For example, Figure 4.28 shows 

two normal distributions each made up of 25,000 samples. One distribution has a mean of 100 

while the other has a mean of 100.01. An ANOVA test conducted between the two distributions 

to determine if they are significantly different result in a p-value of 0.03—asserting that these 

two distributions are significantly different! If the same test is conducted again but each 

distribution consists of only 1000 samples, the resulting p-value is 0.43. This is interpreted to 

mean that the two distributions have no statistical significance from one another. In terms of 

seismic data—where a single reflector has the resolution of approximately 85 ft—0.01 ft is 

insignificant, and these distributions should be considered identical. This complication makes it 

difficult to assert significance in similarity of the subbasins. Figure 4.29 shows the distribution 

of LST 1 in both Matagorda South and Matagorda North. The median thickness of each sand 

interval is within 5 ft and the shape of distribution is similar based on ocular inspection. In terms 

of a seismic dataset, these distributions are identical. However, any statistical test will state that 

these distributions are significantly different. Without the power of statistical tests to determine 

the similarity of these subbasins, it will be the responsibility of an interpreter to determine the 

similarity.  
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The inclusion of additional data has the potential to provide support for the similarity of 

these subbasins. A thorough core analysis of each subbasin could provide evidence for similar 

sediment fills of each of the subbasins. A core analysis would allow for comparison of grain size, 

grain sorting, grain shape, sedimentary structures, porosity, and permeability between each of the 

subbasins. If many of these elements share similar characters across each of the subbasins, this 

will strengthen the argument that the sediment fill across each subbasin is identical 
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Chapter 5: Discussion & Conclusion 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

 This chapter will first discuss relative timing of the 4th order deposits within the analyzed 

interval. A generalization of transgressive-regressive cycles is used to estimate the duration of a 

complete 4th order cycle. The use of the dip-steered seismic data and HorizonCubes are shown to 

improve risk assessment for sealing capacity of a CO2 storage reservoir through a simple use 

case. The median thicknesses and relative order of shale thicknesses of each subbasins are 

compared. The results from this study are used to assess the potential of the Dead Caney and Big 

Boggy subbasins as CO2 sequestration sites. Finally, future work and possible sources of errors 

are discussed. 

5.2 4TH ORDER STRATIGRAPHY OF INTRASLOPE GROWTH FAULTED SUBBASINS 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the interval of interest a 3rd order lowstand wedge within the 

Lower Miocene 2 depositional episode. This depositional episode lasted for 2.17 my and is 

marked at the base by the Gyroidina 9/k benthic marker and the top by the Amphistegina B shale. 

This depositional episode captures an entire 3rd order depositional sequence. Absolute timing of 

the interpreted 3rd order lowstand wedge cannot be presented due to the lack of constraining 

biostratigraphic information. However, some assumptions can be made to estimate the timing of 

the interpreted 4th order cycles. 

Transgression–Regression cycles often show asymmetry during icehouse conditions 

(Berné et al., 2007; Ridente, 2014; Ridente, 2016). During these conditions, the transgression 

and stepback of the shoreline occurs rapidly. This can be generalized by stating that during the 

timing of one compete cycle, the regression occupies 80% of the depositional time and the 

transgression occupies 20% of the depositional time (R. Steel, personal communication, May 10, 

2021). Applying these metrics to the analyzed interval, the deposits associated with the 

regression (here the regression being the lowstand deposit) occurred over 1.73 ma. Within this 
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3rd order lowstand, four lowstand deposits and three transgressive deposits were interpreted (the 

fourth, and topmost, transgressive deposit being the same as the start of the third order 

transgressive deposit). Each lowstand deposit and the transgressive deposit immediately above 

can be coupled and considered as a complete 4th order cycle. This creates four 4th order cycles 

within the 3rd order lowstand deposit. Since the primary source of sediment in this area during 

time of deposition was from longshore drift, we assume that the sediment influx remained 

relatively constant during the 3rd order lowstand wedge. From this we estimate that a 4th order 

cycle lasts approximately 430,000 yrs. This duration closely aligns with Milankovitch cycle for 

eccentricity (413,000 yrs).  

These proposed timings for depositional cycles should only be considered as a coarse 

estimation of controls on deposition. In reality, the depositional geometries of a prograding or 

retrograding shoreline involves the interplay of a myriad of factors, ranging from sediment 

influx, base-level change, regional subsidence rates, and rates of salt evacuations. More accurate 

assessment of depositional timing would require accurate biostratigraphic information intervals 

marking the top and base of each 4th order cycles and thorough work on controlling for the other 

depositional factors mentioned. Extensive biostratigraphic work in the Gulf of Mexico shows 

that there enough resolution in the occurrence of foraminifera to better assess the depositional 

timing of the subbasins (PDI, 2017). 

The transgressive-regressive cycles of the paleo-strandplain depositional environment are 

also linked to the structural formation of the subbasins. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, sediment 

influx increased during the Oligocene and Miocene which caused the evacuation of the 

underlying salt and collapse of sediment into the subbasin structure. It is likely that this did not 

occur in a single rapid event. Instead, a large amount of sand was deposited in the AoI during 

each 4th order regression. As the sand was deposited, salt was evacuated, and the deposited 

sediment filled any newly formed void space. Additionally, this collapse of sediment helped 

form the Miocene Detachment (Section 2.4.2). Since the Miocene Detachment is a growth fault, 

it is likely that the ‘growth’ is contemporaneous with the 4th order regression. This interplay of 
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deposition and structural development better supports the formation of the subbasins in the AoI 

through the method presented in Section 2.4.3 than Brown’s 2004 model. Brown’s model relies 

on a rapidly prograding delta to have a series of parallel delta lobes that cause shelf collapse 

during a single progradation. The model put forth in this study is more favorable due to the 

paleo-depositional environment and presence of a growth fault in the AoI as well as the 

estimated timing of transgressive-regressive cycles presented earlier in this section. 

5.3 INTERPRETATIONS WITH THE HORIZONCUBE & RISK ASSESSMENT 

The use of a HorizonCube to aid in stratigraphic interpretation has proven to be useful 

and worthwhile in the Lower Miocene interval offshore Matagorda Bay, TX. HorizonCubes 

allow interpreters to combine the high resolution of well log data with the spatial coverage of a 

seismic survey. Since HorizonCube intervals are generated at the sample rate of the survey (4 ms 

in this study), well log properties can be applied to intervals much finer than a single seismic 

reflection. Within the interval of interest, the average vertical resolution of the seismic data is 

approximately 80 ft or 32 ms in two-way-time. The most densely spaced generated HorizonCube 

spacing is at the sample rate of the data (4 ms) while the largest possible interval generated is 16 

ms (the divergence gap parameter, Section 3.2.3). This places the maximum resolution of a 

single HorizonCube interval at 10 ft and the lowest resolution 40 ft. This creates a 50–70% 

improvement in the resolution of the data. Well log data is sampled at 0.5 intervals, making even 

the finest HorizonCube interval twenty times coarser than a measured log. These conversions 

from 4–16 ms two-way-time intervals to measured feet do not take into account the variable 

velocities between the interbedded sands and shales. A 4 ms thick shale unit will be thinner than 

a 4 ms thick sand unit due to the slower velocities of shales compared to sands. 

The use of dip-steered seismic data and HorizonCubes has shown to have great potential 

to improve risk assessment for CO2 storage sites. Accurate assessment of the sealing capacity of 

a carbon injection reservoir is an important aspect for consideration. Reservoirs must be 

considered stable for geologic periods to be viable injection targets. Thin shales pose a risk of 
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failure during the injection of CO2 from the increase of pressure (Yang et al., 2019; Knapik and 

Chruszcz-Lipska, 2020). Shales must also withstand pressure changes as the CO2 migrates from 

the injection site to the updip seal of the reservoir (Leetaru et al., 2009; Silin and Benson, 2009). 

A simple application can serve as an example of the benefits presented in this study. 

Consider a hypothetical but realistic scenario: two possible injection sites for a CO2 sequestration 

site within the Matagorda South Subbasin. Both sites have identical pore volume, cost of 

injection, and high-quality trap. The only difference between the two potential sites is the shale 

that would act as a top-seal for the reservoir. In this scenario, only one reservoir can be chosen 

for injection.  Figure 5.1 shows a histogram of thickness distributions for each of the shales. 

These distributions are each made up of 10 samples, representing the 10 previous wells drilled in 

the area. The distributions show that Interval 1 has a higher median thickness compared to 

Interval 2. Understanding that a thicker shale interval is associated with less risk in terms of 

potential leakage of CO2 from the reservoir, it would seem injection of CO2 beneath Interval 1 

would have a lower associated risk than injection beneath Interval 2. However, concerns about 

potential failure of the top-seal promote further analysis of the shale intervals. The workflow 

presented in Chapter 3 is followed and high-resolution thickness maps are generated for the two 

intervals. Figure 5.2 shows the thickness maps of both Interval 1 and Interval 2 from the 

Matagorda South subbasin. These high-resolution maps generated through the use of dip-steered 

seismic data and HorizonCubes have the potential to change the risk assessment of the two seals. 

Though Interval 1 has a higher median thickness, the map shows a higher degree of local 

variability in the shale thickness. The center of Interval 1 thins to 30% of the median thickness. 

Interval 2 is much more uniform in its spatial distribution. This new information may change the 

relative risk associated with these two intervals, and it may become more favorable to inject 

beneath Interval 2 shale. Though its median thickness is less than the TST 1 interval, its uniform 

distribution lowers the risk of leakage.
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Figure 5.1: Thickness Distributions for Use Case 

 

Figure 5.1: Thickness distribution of shale intervals 1 and 2 for the use case. Each distribution 

is made of 10 samples (i.e. well data). From these distributions it seems that Interval 1 has less 

associated risk in regards to sealing capacity due to the higher median thickness.
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Figure 5.2: Generated Thickness Maps for Use Case 

 

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the spatial variability in thickness distribution between Shale Intervals 1 and 2 for the use case. Interval 

1 shows high variability with some areas less than 80 ft of shale. Interval 2 is more uniform across the subbasin and thus may be 

associated with a lower risk in terms of sealing capacity for CO2 injection.
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This application is a simple example of the usefulness of the workflow presented in this 

study. Confidence in the sealing capacity of a shale is crucial for successful CO2 sequestration 

project. Unlike petroleum extraction, where a seal failure results in a dry-hole and economic loss, 

seal failure during injection is both an economic and environmental loss. If CO2 escapes the 

reservoir, it has the potential to reach the ocean bottom and change the pH levels of the local 

ocean water. Not only can this have adverse effects for marine life or erode public confidence in 

sequestration technology, but the injection would also fail at its main purpose—sequestering 

carbon. The escaped CO2 would not be removed from the carbon cycle and aid in reducing net 

emissions of greenhouse gases. 

5.4 SUBBASIN SIMILARITY 

 Based on the results of this study, a number of shale intervals within the study area can be 

deemed suitable to act as reservoir seals based on their overall median thickness and uniform 

distribution (e.g. Figures 4.7, 4.9, 4.16, 4.18, 4.25, and 4.27). Thicknesses within the same 4th 

order depositional cycle varied in similarity across each subbasin (Table 5.1). 

 

Table 5.1: Median Thickness of 4th Order Shale intervals across Subbasins 

 Matagorda South Matagorda North Colorado Mean thickness by interval 

TST 3 155 ft 111 ft 183 ft 150 ft 

TST 2 303 ft 416 ft 539 ft 420 ft 

TST 1 363 ft 152 ft 453 ft 322 ft 

 

The sequences of shale thicknesses were also not identical in the three subbasins. In the 

Matagorda North and Colorado subbasins, the topmost shale (TST 3) has the lowest median 

thickness, followed by TST 1, and finally TST 2 having the highest median thickness. In the 

Matagorda South subbasin, each shale interval became successively thinner at shallower depths. 
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A possible explanation for these differences between the subbasins the geometry of the seismic 

survey. Figure 5.3 shows a seismic structure map of the area of interest with the trend of the 

subbasins and edge of the seismic survey demarcated. These two trends are not parallel. A larger 

area of each subbasin is imaged in the northeast of the survey compared to the southwest. It is 

possible that the thickness distributions of intervals in each of the subbasins would more closely 

conform if the subbasin structures could be imaged in their entirety. This theory is reinforced by 

the fact that the Colorado subbasin—the subbasin with the largest map area—consistently shows 

the highest standard deviation (Table 5.2). If unimaged sands and shales within the Matagorda 

South and Matagorda North subbasins were measured, it would likely shift the thickness 

distributions of each interval. Regardless, these unimaged sections of the subbasins do not 

detract from the overall potential for these subbasins to act as carbon storage sites. 

Based on the identical structural history and source of sediment for each subbasin 

analyzed, it is likely that the subbasins Dead Caney and Big Boggy also have shale intervals 

suitable to act as top seals for carbon storage reservoirs. The 3rd order lowstand wedge present in 

these subbasins will contain four complete 4th order transgressive-regressive cycles, each of 

which could be further analyzed for risk assessment of CO2 injection. However, it is not possible 

to predict which interval in these unanalyzed subbasins would be the most suitable (i.e. the 

topmost shale interval being the most uniformly distributed and having the highest median 

thickness). The discrepancy within the three analyzed subbasins fail to provide enough predictive 

power for these finer insights into subbasins. The workflow presented in this study will need to 

be conducted in the Dead Caney and Big Boggy subbasins to fully assess the sealing capacity of 

the shales present.
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Figure 5.3: Subbasin Trends vs Edge of Seismic Survey 

 

Figure 5.3: Comparison between the trend of the subbasins offshore Matagorda Bay, TX and 

the edge of the seismic survey. The northern portions of the survey capture a larger extent of the 

subbasins (indicated by the black arrows). The unimaged portions of Matagorda South and 

Matagorda North are assumed to be similar to the Colorado subbasin in terms of structure and 

spatial thickness distribution. 
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Table 5.2: Standard Deviation of Each 4th Order Interval 

 

 Matagorda South Matagorda North Colorado 

LST4 60 ft 68 ft 77 ft 

TST 3 44 ft 36 ft 52 ft 

LST 3 37 ft 43 ft 51 ft 

TST 2 34 ft 86 ft 87 ft 

LST 2 67 ft 51 ft 33 ft 

TST 1 86 ft 61 ft 89 ft 

LST 1 42 ft 46 ft 126 ft 

 

Table 5.2: Table showing the standard deviation (ft) of each interval. The Colorado subbasin 

intervals have the highest standard deviation in all but one instance. This could be due to larger 

amount of map area imaged in the Colorado subbasin compared to the others.
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5.5 SOURCES OF ERRORS & FUTURE WORK 

Since each of these subbasins were originally drilled for the extraction of oil or gas, wells 

were positioned near the flanks of each subbasin. The flanks consist of the structural high for 

each subbasin and is an ideal location for a hydrocarbon production well. This results in a lack of 

well data at the center of each subbasin. Wells were correlated across each subbasin though the 

use of the seismic survey. It was assumed that sands on opposite sides of a subbasin that could be 

correlated were indeed the same sand body rather than two isolated sand deposits. Seismic data 

bolsters this assumption as reflectors are continuous across the subbasin (Figure 5.4). Generated 

horizons assigned as sand or shale intervals are assumed to be correct based on available well 

data and the lack of terminations within the seismic data. However, any location without the 

ground-truthing of well data is an interpretation of seismic data. The interpretation in this study 

could be further proved true through new well data to strengthen interpretations and ground truth 

lithology or through the use of rock physics to assign lithofacies through seismic data rather than 

solely through well log correlation. 

The National Archive of Marine Seismic Surveys (NAMSS) has a number of publicly 

available seismic surveys near the area of interest of this study (Figure 5.5). Integration of these 

data sets would greatly expand the search area for viable CO2 sequestration sites. These surveys 

would also provide complete coverage of the subbasins analyzed in this study. This data could be 

used to determine if the discrepancies between the subbasins mentioned in Section 5.3 are 

caused by a lack of imaging or if the discrepancies remain after the incorporation of this data.  

5.5 SUMMARY 

Without biostratigraphic controls of the 4th order cycles, we cannot conclusively 

determine the duration of a single 4th order cycle. A 80/20 split between regressions and 

transgressions (common in icehouse conditions) is used to create a basic estimation.
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Figure 5.4: Continuity of Seismic Reflections 

 

Figure 5.4: Arbitrary line through the middle of Matagorda South subbasin. Green horizon 

connects the top of two sands on opposite sides of the subbasin. The seismic reflection 

connecting these two sands shows no terminations, indicating that these sands are the same.
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Figure 5.5: Public Seismic Datasets from the NAMMS 

 

Figure 5.5: Map showing publicly available seismic data through the USGS. Some data sets are adjacent to the study area. This 

data could be incorporated into this workflow to expand the search for viable CO2 injection sites or test theories of subbasin 

dissimilarity.
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From this, we estimate that 4th order cycle takes 430,000 years—closely aligning with the 

Milankovitch cycle for eccentricity. A simple use case comparing two shale intervals that can act 

as top-seals shows that high-resolution mapping of the shales can provide new insight into the 

spatial distributions of shale thicknesses. This has the potential to improve decision making 

during risk assessment. Finally, the results of each subbasins are compared to one another. 

Despite some differences in the sequencing of ascending median thickness values, it is 

determined that the similarities due to shared structural history and common depositional 

environments make it likely that all subbasins within the area have the potential to act as CO2 

storage reservoirs. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

Carbon Sequestration is an important technology to reduce the total amount of 

greenhouse gases currently in the Earth’s atmosphere. As industries and countries strive towards 

net zero emissions targets, it is likely that carbon sequestration will play an integral role in these 

pursuits. Identification and characterization of potential CO2 reservoirs is necessary before large 

amounts of CO2 gas are captured and transported. A suite of Miocene subbasins exist offshore 

Matagorda Bay, TX that have been identified as potential CO2 sequestration sites. Analysis of 

the sediment fill of these subbasins is important for twofold reasons. 1) accurate mapping of the 

thickness of sands and shales present in the subbasin is important for economic risk assessment 

of storage sites & 2) the suite of subbasins analyzed in this study are a subset of many more 

Miocene subbasins that exist along strike, each having the potential to act as secure, long-term 

storage of CO2. 

For each subbasin analyzed in the study, seven control horizons were hand-picked based 

on geologic importance, relative amplitude response compared to surrounding reflectors, or 

changing seismic geometries within the subbasin. These horizons acted as control surfaces 

during the generation of a HorizonCube. The HorizonCube consisted of a set of dense, auto-

tracked, generated horizons at the same interval of the seismic sample rate (4 ms). These 
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generated horizons were auto-tracked through the use of a dip-steered seismic volume which is a 

sparse matrix consisting of a dip vector in the inline and crossline direction at the intersection of 

every inline, crossline, and seismic sample point. The generated horizons of a HorizonCube are 

at higher resolution than a single seismic reflector. Through the use of interpreted spontaneous 

potential well log measurements, 4th order cyclicity was mapped within each subbasin. A 3rd 

order lowstand wedge was chosen for higher order interpretation due to its depth relative to the 

depth at which CO2 becomes supercritical and the depth of overpressure according to local well 

data. Across the three analyzed subbasins, each 3rd order lowstand wedge consisted of four 4th 

order sand intervals and three 4th order shale intervals. The thickness distribution of each interval 

was calculated and maps showing the spatial distribution of the sand or shale were generated. 

The histograms of thickness distributions and associated thickness maps have immediate impacts 

in the risk assessment of these subbasins as CO2 sequestration sites. In regard to sealing capacity, 

it is common to seek the thickest shale interval to act as a seal. The thickness distributions charts 

can be used to generate the mean, median, variance, and other relevant statistics needed to risk 

assessment. The thickness maps add another degree of available assessment. As discussed in 

Section 5.2, it is important to understand the spatial variability of the shales. Some intervals may 

have a higher median thickness but have areas of very thin shale. This information is crucial to 

make accurate assessments of potential storage sites, as CO2 sequestration sites must be secure 

for time periods on the geologic scale. 

Finally, the 4th order sediment fill of each subbasin was compared in an attempt to assess 

the similarity of each subbasin. Comparison of thickness distributions showed some intervals 

with nearly identical medians, but slightly different variances, while other intervals were clearly 

distinct between each subbasin. Based on this analysis, it is not possible to declare the sediment 

fills identical across each of the subbasins with statistical significance, but there are clear 

similarities in the structure and sediment fill of each subbasin. It is possible that the increased 

seismic coverage of subbasins in the north of the survey skewed the thickness distributions. 

Another source of error is the lack of well coverage in the center of each subbasin. If 
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spontaneous potential logs existed in these areas, more accurate mapping could solidify the 

comparison between each subbasins. 

Based on the results from this study, it is likely that the other Miocene subbasins near 

Matagorda Bay, TX can be valuable sites for future carbon capture and storage ventures. 

Miocene subbasins in nearshore Gulf of Mexico are at the requisite depth, adequate in sand 

volume, and have large sealing intervals for CO2 reservoirs. Site characterization through the use 

of HorizonCubes was successful and can aid in future site risk assessment. 
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Appendix A 

A.1 GENERAL SOLUTION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is method for data dimensionality reduction. For a dataset 
containing N dimensions, PCA seeks to find a set  of ! − 1 eigenvectors. The first principal 
component eigenvector is a unique vector that maximizes the variance of the data when the data 
is projected onto the vector. The second principal component is an unique eigenvector that again 
maximizes the variance of the projected data while remaining orthogonal to first principal 
component. Remaining principal components are orthogonal to higher order principal 
components while maximizing the variance of the projected data. 
 
Let X be a $	 × 	' matrix of the data: 
 

( =	 *
+!! ⋯ +!"
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
+#! ⋯ +#"

/           (1) 

 
 

 
 Let A be the covariance matrix of X, where A is a square matrix: 
 
 

0 = 	 *
123(+!!, +!!) ⋯ 123(+!!, +!")

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
123(+"!, +!!) ⋯ 123(+"", +"")

/          (2) 

 
 
Let 3 be a vector and 7 a scaler that satisfies the equation: 
 

83 = 73                          (3) 
 
So that 7 is an eigenvalue associated with the vector 3 of A. 
 
Equation (2) can be rearranged as: 
 

(0 − 79)3 = 0                         (4) 
 
In which 9 is an identity matrix. 3 will be a non-zero value if: 
 

det(0 − 79) = 0                        (5) 
 
 
In matrix form: 
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det *
123(+!!, +!!) − 7 ⋯ 123(+!!, +!")

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
123(+"!, +!!) ⋯ 123(+"", +"") − 7

/ = 0        (6) 

 
Solving equation (6) yields the eigenvalues for matrix A: 
 

7 = [7! ⋯ 7"]                        (7) 
 

The eigenvalues found in equation (7) can then be used to solve equation (4): 
 
 

det *
123(+!!, +!!) − 7! ⋯ 123(+!!, +!")

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
123(+"!, +!!) ⋯ 123(+"", +"") − 7!

/ ×	@
3$!!
⋮

3$!"
A = 0        (8) 

 
 
The above equation is solved for each of the eigenvalues present in equation (7), resulting in the 
matrix V in which each column is an eigenvector of A. 
 

B = 	 *
3$!! ⋯ 3$""
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

3$!" ⋯ 3$""
/                       (9) 

 
The first column in matrix V is the first eigenvector and first principal component for matrix A. 
The original data X can then be transformed into principal component space by: 
 

(	 × 	B = C                       (10) 
 
Where T is the transformed data in principal component space. 
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